BEN IS BACK!
Monday, September 19, 2016
Cartoon Network’s ultimate superhero and global superstar, Ben Tennyson, is back in an all-new series
of Ben 10
Ben 10 launches on Saturday 8th October at 10am on Cartoon Network
[London, UK]: Ben Tennyson is back to save the day in an all-new series of Ben 10, only on Cartoon
Network! The brand new series stars a 10 year-old wide-eyed and adventurous Ben, who discovers an
out-of-this-world alien-morphing watch – the Omnitrix – while on summer holidays with his Grandpa
Max and cousin Gwen. Ben 10 premieres with back-to-back episodes on Saturday 8th October at 10am
(GMT) on Cartoon Network.
Introducing all-new aliens and evil villains, the brand new Ben 10 series follows Ben, Gwen and
Grandpa Max as they travel the US countryside in their motor home, aﬀectionately known as the Rust
Bucket, throughout the summer holidays. During their travels, Ben discovers a mysterious watch,
called an Omnitrix, which gives him the ability to transform into any one of ten spectacular and
powerful aliens! From XLR8, who can enhance Ben’s speed so he can complete his daily mundane
chores faster, to Diamondhead who can battle villains by ﬁring crystal shards from his hands, Ben has a
world of extra-terrestrial superpowers at his ﬁngertips, resulting in tons of fun and epic adventures.
Ben 10 is produced by Cartoon Network Studios and created and executive produced by Man of Action
Entertainment (Big Hero 6, Generator Rex), with John Fang (Mixels, Generator Rex) on board as
supervising producer.
The all-new series of Ben 10 premieres exclusively on Cartoon Network on Saturday 8th October at
10am, with brand new episodes every weekend.
--more-The popularity of the original Ben 10 show launched three additional animated series (Ben 10 Alien
Force, Ben 10: Ultimate Alien, Ben 10: Omniverse); two animated movies (Ben 10: Secret of the
Omnitrix, Ben 10: Destroy All Aliens); and two live-action movies (Ben 10: Race Against Time, Ben 10:
Alien Swarm).
A proven success for Cartoon Network, Ben 10 is an established sales sensation led by top-selling toys,
interactive and home entertainment franchises generating more than $4.5 billion in global retail sales
to date. Playmates Toys serves as the worldwide master toy partner for the new Ben 10 with a full line
of toys based on the series that will include a range of ﬁgures, playsets and role-play items set to
launch at retail globally next fall.
NOTES TO EDITOR:
THE ALIENS (in alphabetical order)
CANNONBOLT - With DNA originating from the planet Arburia, this alien hero can curl himself up into an
unstoppable, nearly invulnerable sphere. Like a life-sized pinball, as Cannonbolt, Ben can ricochet oﬀ
surfaces for choreographed attacks. He has no trouble getting moving, but sometime has trouble
stopping!
DIAMONDHEAD - Hailing from the planet Petropia, Diamondhead's alien DNA is silicon-based – hard
silicone – diamond hard. With a body composed of organic green crystals, as Diamondhead, Ben can

control his molecular structure to reform all or part of it into crystal weaponry, everything from swords
to shields. His crystalline structure also makes it easy for him to reﬂect or refract light and energy
beams.
FOUR ARMS - With DNA originating from the distant planet Khoros, this alien form is four times as
strong as the toughest aliens in the galaxy – and not just because of the extra appendages at his
disposal! As Four Arms, Ben can lift the heaviest of objects and pack the most powerful of punches, as
well as create a shockwave by slapping his hands together. Not the fastest alien of the ten, but
sometimes pure strength is what gets the job done.
GREY MATTER - People may mistake him for a grey frog, but this alien type from Galvan Prime is
smarter than your average frog – much smarter – incredibly smart. He may be only 5 inches tall, but
Grey Matter is a technophile, able to perceive how complex machinery works by literally getting inside
of it – a possibility due to his small size. The micro-suction cups on his skin give him good traction, and
he's also much stronger than his diminutive size might suggest.
HEATBLAST - From the planet Pyros, this alien DNA is comprised of a magma-like substance that is,
predictably, incredibly hot. As Heatblast, Ben has control over extreme heat-based blasts and is able to
throw ﬁre from his hands. He can also absorb heat and ﬁre into himself to extinguish it elsewhere. And
yes, he is a bit of a hothead, but he can be doused by exposure to water – a possible Achilles heel.
OVERFLOW - This DNA code originates from the Andromeda Galaxy planet Kiusana, this alien is a
mysterious, liquid-based creature. As Overﬂow, Ben has control over most forms of moisture and can
shoot water from his arms (like a water gun) and even create "water whips" as a form of attack. He’s
even able to harden water into a protective exoskeleton form. While he may not seem like the most
powerful, it has to be noted that when you control water, you control two-thirds of the Earth’s surface
and that kind of power is nothing to laugh at!
STINKFLY - With DNA from the indigenous lifeforms of the planet Lepidopterra, Stinkﬂy is more than just
a bioluminescent insect buzzing around at high speeds. In this form, Ben’s four-winged acrobatics can
be extremely eﬀective. The liquid goo’s and gasses he excretes from his eyes and mouth possess a
wide range of uses, including being highly ﬂammable.
UPGRADE - Originating from one of the moons of Galvan, the DNA that creates Upgrade makes him a
"mechamorph" – a living machine entity with liquid metallic skin. His nanotechnology body can pour
itself over any piece of technology, merge with it, and upgrade it to something more powerful and
technologically useful. As Upgrade, Ben is in complete control of that upgraded tech.
WILDVINE - The planet Flors Verdance is rich in plant-based lifeforms, and utilising that planet's
indigenous DNA as Wildvine, Ben can merge with any plant on the planet. Wildvine also has complete
control over his plant body, growing and retracting appendages at will. He has natural camouﬂage
abilities, can cover himself with thorns, can quickly dig through the Earth, and he can even regenerate
himself or any body parts that happen to get severed. He does have to be careful not to get his vines
tangled, though.
XLR8 - With DNA that hails from the planet Kinet -- home to a race of super-fast sentient life -- as XLR8,
Ben is a super-speedster of the highest order due to his ability to manipulate friction. At crazy-high
speeds (+500mph), his attacks are extremely eﬀective and for XLR8, high-speed travel is almost as
fast as thought. He better be fast, as strength is not a strong suit for this alien form.
About Cartoon Network EMEA:
Turner’s Cartoon Network is a universally appealing boy focused, girl inclusive channel driven by its
exciting slate of surprising comedy and adventure. The programming line-up explores the relatable
themes of humour, friendship, imagination, action and adventure. Cartoon Network targets boys and
girls aged 6-12 and aims to champion kids being themselves through its rich mix of entertaining and
globally successful content. The programming slate includes leading comedy animations The Amazing
World of Gumball, Adventure Time, Regular Show, Clarence, Steven Universe and Uncle Grandpa and
action-adventure shows, Ben 10 Omniverse, The Powerpuﬀ Girls and Teen Titans Go!
Since launching as a pan-European channel in 1993, Cartoon Network now has localised services
throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa where it is available in 18 languages in more than 131
million homes across over 70 countries. Cartoon Network can also be experienced through its award-

winning website, as well as via games, video on demand, mobile and an array of licensing and
merchandising. Cartoon Network is a brand owned by Turner, a Time Warner company.
About Man of Action Entertainment
Man of Action Entertainment are Joe Casey, Joe Kelly, Duncan Rouleau and Steven T. Seagle, the
writers' collective behind comic's largest franchise characters as well as original characters published
by their imprint at Image Comics. Their creations include Ben 10, the $4.5 billion boys' action franchise
for which they're executive producing a new iteration, and Generator Rex, both for Cartoon Network.
Dentsu handpicked them to create, write and executive produce the all-new MegaMan series. They also
launched Disney XD's Marvel's Ultimate Spider-Man and Marvel's Avengers Assemble as EXP/writers.
Man of Action created the characters and team that were featured in Big Hero 6, Disney/Marvel's
Academy Award®-winning feature. In addition to creating successful video games, toy lines and comic
books, Man of Action are the creator/producer/writers of upcoming feature ﬁlms and live-action TV
series based on their original comic books and graphic novels including I Kill Giants, Oﬃcer Downe,
Kafka, The Crusades and The Great Unknown.
http://manofaction.tv;http://www.Facebook.com/ManOfActionEnt;http://www....
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